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Murray Edgeton, the most brilliant physicist in at least three generations believes in nothing but

quantifiable and provable science. His life’s work is to expand upon Einstein’s theory of

relativity and in doing so he unlocks the mysteries of the space-time continuum. Demonstrating

that access to wormholes and space-time curves is possible, he sends a select team of U.S.

Military Special Operators from the present time to First Century Judea. Their mission, based

upon a closely held secret that Murray has been harboring his entire life, is to prove that Jesus

of Nazareth was simply an itinerant preacher from the backwaters of Galilee and did not in fact

rise from the dead on the third day. The time travel team makes a shocking discovery of their

own on the hill of Calvary and return home to present their findings to an unbelieving world.
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parents, Paul and Elizabeth Whiteman and parents-in-law, Louis and Eleanor Saghy, in

memory. Members of the greatest generation that America has ever

seen.PrologueJerusalem33 A.D.In the seventh year of Pilate’s term as Prefect of the Roman

Province of Judea, during the nineteenth year of the reign of Emperor Tiberius, a rabbi from

Nazareth named Jesus was to be crucified for; as according to His accusers; claiming to be a

king. Under Roman law, claiming to be a king was grounds for execution so death by crucifixion

was ordered.As Jesus was being led to His crucifixion, His path was halted innumerable times

by the taunts, jeers, insults and physical abuses of those lining the street and witnessing this

execution. Although Scripture and Tradition teach us that there were many instances of those

who mourned and lamented Him; and there are many instances of those who attempted to

comfort and aid Jesus on this Via Dolorosa; He was still subjected to much abuse. History has

shown that crucifixions; a form of capital punishment that became common under Alexander

the Great; were considered to be one of the most horrible and disgraceful forms of executions.

The victim would be nailed, or in many instances, tied, to a cross and left to hang until death

occurred due to heart failure or asphyxiation. Prior to victims being crucified, they were beaten

and tortured then forced to carry their own cross to the site of their executions. Up until the last

moments of crucifixion, victims were still the objects of incredible abuse from the crowd, on

many occasions the crowd tore the person down from the cross and beat the victim to death.

But at the crucifixion of Jesus, unlike most crucifixions, the crowd became incredibly quiet as

darkness fell upon the whole land. It is this stillness of the crowd and the events leading up to it

that provides the basis of our story.Chapter OneJet Propulsion Lab (JPL), Pasadena, CAThe

Present DayMurray Edgeton, Ph.D. at age twenty-six was easily the most gifted scientist at

NASA’s JPL. Even comparing him to the most significant names in physics; Albert Einstein,

Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, Arthur Eddington and others; he was one of the brightest

physicists to ever walk into a lab. At least that’s what the scientific community thought about

him. He had been working at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the past three years and he was

on the cusp of validating the theory that he had been working on since his time at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, MIT. While he was pursuing his doctorate in physics at

MIT his main area of research had been on furthering the work of his hero, Albert Einstein. He

was expanding on Einstein’s theory of relativity, specifically as it pertained to the Space-Time

Continuum.Dr. Edgeton was very fortunate to have Dr. Ignatius Joseph, a particle physicist,

working with him on his research. Dr. Joseph had been involved in the latest research on the

quark substructure of matter and during the past year he had developed a strong, but an

unlikely, personal and professional relationship with Dr. Edgeton. Professionally, the two

physicists had similar goals concerning their research and they also had similar philosophies

regarding the role of science, but their personal beliefs could not be more different. Dr. Edgeton

was an avowed atheist and was very outspoken in his atheistic and anti-theistic views.

Conversely, Dr. Joseph was a very devout Syro-Malabar Rite Catholic from the state of Kerala

in southern India. While Dr. Edgeton was very outspoken in his views and would very vocally

profess his negative views on the existence of a Supreme Being, Dr. Joseph would very calmly

and persuasively present his. To those who worked with them, it was maddening to watch

these two intellects, but to both Drs. Edgeton and Joseph, they felt as if they complemented

each other’s work.“Well, what do you think, Murray?” Dr. Joseph asked his friend. “The results

from our computer simulation look quite promising. I think that at this point we have enough



data to bring to the National Academy of Science and to The Griffith Group to ask for

funding.”“I think that we do, too. The last run had me a bit nervous, but it looked as if the data

were able to show significant correlation and predictability to our hypotheses. Yeah, we have

enough, I’ll have my office contact both the NAS and also Griffith to see if we can get

something calendared. This past year has gone by way too quickly, but we’re almost there,

Nate, I can feel it. We need to add a few more people to our team and I was hoping to have Jill

take another look at our findings. I don’t want to go with our hat in hand to this meeting and not

have everything lined up perfectly. I’ve got a chance to use Lawrence Livermore’s Blue Gene/P

this weekend, I’d like Jill to have a run at the numbers with their super computer, are you able

to join us?”“Thanks, Murray,” Dr. Joseph replied. “We have a baptism to go to for my wife’s

nephew, so we’re not going to be available, unless you need me.”“No, no worries, Jill and I can

take this. So, you have another one of those religious things this weekend. I know that I’ve

been saying this for a while, Nate, but I just can’t understand how you all can give any

credence to that stuff.”Dr. Joseph just smiled at his friend and slowly shook his head. “You’ll

figure it out one of these days, Murray. In the meantime, I’ll keep you in my prayers.”“Yeah,

right, lot of good that will do me.”Laughing, they walked out of Dr. Edgeton’s office and down

the hall to Dr. Jill McAllister’s office. Dr. Jill McAllister was from Statesboro, Georgia and she

was one of the staff members at the JPL. Jill received her Ph.D. in mathematics from Georgia

Tech and was known for her work in chaos theory. She had been involved with an ad hoc group

working in concert with Drs. Edgeton and Joseph and she was going to help review the data

from their last computer simulation. She was reviewing a printout of their computer run when

Dr. Edgeton and Dr. Joseph walked into her office. �“Hey, Jill,” Dr. Edgeton said upon entering

her office. “Looks as if you’ve got the results of our last computer run, what do you think?” �“And

hello to you, too. You’re going to have to give me a bit more time on this, Murray, but at first

glance, the results look pretty solid.” Dr. McAllister let out a low whistle, “Wow. How long did it

take to run all of these data? There are billions of calculations here, unbelievable.” �“It looks as if

you’ll get a chance to see for yourself this weekend, if you’re up for it. I have another crack at

Livermore’s Blue Gene/P this Saturday and I was going to head up there tomorrow to get

things set up, are you game?” �“Sure, I’d love to see that thing at work. It’ll be just three of us,

right? Anyone else heading up with us?” �“No, just you and me. Nate has one of those voodoo

sessions or something like that this weekend, so he’ll be staying down here.” �“You really are a

heathen, Murray,” Dr. Joseph laughed. “Jill, my wife’s nephew is having his infant son baptized

this weekend, so we have a family party planned. Sorry that I can’t make it up there with the

two of you, but doing one more validation of our model will help with our presentation to the

Academy.” �“Speaking of which, I have to get my admin assistant get a hold of Washington to get

us on the calendar for a meeting. Jill, can we meet up later on this afternoon to do some

planning before we head up tomorrow for this weekend’s run? I can get us some flights up to

San Jose and then get us a couple of rooms up there, can we shoot for 4:00?” �“I’ll see you at 4,

my office or yours, Murray?” Dr. McAllister replied. �“Let’s meet at mine at 4, see you both later

on.” Dr. Edgeton turned and left.Dr. McAllister closed the door behind Murray. “I know that it’s

none of my business, Nate, but I don’t know how you contend with Murray’s digs at you. I was

brought up as a good Southern Baptist down in Georgia and I know that you’re a spiritual man.

Murray shouldn’t insult you and your religion like that, it sort of insults me. I just don’t know how

you can just laugh it off.” �“Thanks, Jill, but it doesn’t bother me. I told Murray that I would pray for

him and I do, I just wish that he would open up and let me know why he’s in so much pain. I’ve

worked with a lot of my colleagues who have agnostic or atheistic views and they never bring

the issue of my spiritual life up at all. It’s just Murray, something must have happened to him,



there’s something there, he just hasn’t opened up, but I’m working on it. So, what do you think

of Murray’s project?” �“It’s a fascinating premise, I will grant you that. As a mathematician, I

always try to reduce everything to polynomial equations, I feel as if everything can be explained

by the language of mathematics, but Murray’s theory is really out there. I’m looking forward to

seeing the Blue Gene/P supercomputer and having a chance to look at the data one more

time. Murray mentioned that he may want me to be more involved with your research, he wants

to get a formal team put together to work on his theory, has he mentioned this to you?” �“Yes, he

did. I’ve recommended that Murray consider adding some other disciplines to this group, I think

that you can see why, we need to have some ethicists added to our team, what do you think?”

Dr. Joseph asked. �“For a start, Nate. I also recommend that you two consider looking at chaos

theory also, for reasons that are pretty obvious.” Dr. Joseph nodded his head, the reasons were

pretty obvious, Dr. Edgeton’s work had demonstrated that time travel is possible and his goal

was to find a way to travel through time.Danville, California �Drs. Edgeton and McAllister flew to

San Jose and then drove their rental car to Livermore, CA, home of the Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, LLNL. The LLNL describes itself in its mission statement as "a premier

research and development institution for science and technology applied to national security,"

and as a federal research facility they had an agreement with NASA’s JPL to provide technical

support to Dr. Edgeton’s research project. Murray and Jill had rooms at a hotel in Danville, a

small upscale community not too far from the LLNL, where they would stay until their return to

Pasadena following the computer run. Murray and Jill were going to have a working dinner that

evening and then spend the following day, Saturday, at the lab. �As he was getting ready for his

dinner with Jill, Murray stared at his image in the mirror. He was by all accounts a very

handsome man, his mother’s beauty and his father’s good looks passed through to him as he

won the genetic sweepstakes for physical attractiveness. He was still quite young and had

never been married; he actually never dated seriously; not due to lack of opportunities nor a

lack of admirers, he found that romantic entanglements distracted him from his life’s work. He

had a number of friends when he was in school at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and within that circle of friends, he did know a number of young women. He worked in study

groups with them and they would go out as a group to the normal college hang-outs, pizza

joints and the like and he did date one of the girls in the group off and on for about a year, Mia

Zolezzi from Bergen County, New Jersey. Mia was studying chemistry and they enjoyed each

other’s company; both socially and academically; but by the time they graduated from MIT they

had both moved on, Murray to his doctoral program and Mia to an internship with Dupont. �But

as he looked at himself in the mirror, he found himself thinking of his colleague, Dr. Jill

McAllister. He realized that Jill was a bit more than just a colleague. They had spent quite a bit

of time together working on his project and it surprised him that to realize that thinking about

her made his heart rate bump up just a bit. “What is wrong with me, that’s high school stuff,

stirring in the loins and all of that claptrap, you’re twenty-six years old, good grief!” he mused to

himself. “Get a grip, Murray, she’s just a colleague, but I have to admit, along with being

incredibly bright, Jill is also very nice looking.” He found himself looking forward to dinner with

Jill.'='='= �In the adjoining suite, Dr. McAllister was getting ready for her working dinner with Dr.

Edgeton. Jill was an academic who, like Murray, did not care for being involved romantically as

she, too, felt that it distracted her from her work. Jill was an extremely attractive woman, but

she never paid attention to her physical attributes as her work consumed all of her time. Her

friends would tell her how pretty she was, but Jill didn’t see the relevance in being attractive, Jill

felt that if it didn’t help her with her work, what was the sense? But that evening as she was

getting ready for her dinner with Murray, she, too, found herself looking forward to seeing him in



a setting outside of the workplace. She found her time with Murray to be academically very

stimulating, but there was something more, she could feel it. She found Murray to be a bit

awkward socially, but dammit, so was she! She heard some of the gossip around the proverbial

water cooler about how “hot” Dr. Edgeton was. Looking at him through a different lens, I guess

that they were right, Murray was most certainly a handsome man, but she wasn’t one for

robbing the cradle, she had at least six or seven years on him and she really didn’t know all

that much about him outside of his research. She looked at herself one more time in the mirror,

“Who are you kidding, he doesn’t see anything in you other than a math whiz. But then, why

not? We’re both highly intelligent professionals, we hold a lot of the same interests, at least I

think that we do, why couldn’t something work out for us? Individuals of our species have been

doing this for years, I’m no different, am I?” She had to shake her head to clear her thoughts.

“I’m right, who am I kidding?” But that didn’t stop her from paying a bit more attention to her

hair and her make up than she normally did. As she walked out the door, she found herself

looking forward to having dinner with Murray. “What I’m really looking forward to is having him

look at me and see me.” With that, she headed to the elevator. �Dinner that evening started off a

bit differently than they expected. Although neither one of them knew it, they were both nervous

and anxious, but they didn’t pick this up in each other. They were dressed casually, California

dining being what it was, and the first thing that Jill noticed was that when Murray stood for her

as she arrived at the table, he was wearing a pair of Lee jeans and cowboy boots, she had

never seen him like this. She thought, “well he is from Texas, after all, but what a nice change.”

She also noticed that he was looking at her in a way that he never looked at her before. Murray

for his part was looking at her differently, they had never been in a social setting like this

before, “this is almost like a date,” he said to himself, and he noticed that Jill just wasn’t very

nice looking, she was spectacularly beautiful. He never noticed this before and the way that

she was dressed - if she were looking to surprise him, she was doing a great job of it. She had

on a pair of designer jeans and a sweater that showed off her incredible shape, he was

stunned. �“Close your mouth, Murray, you look as if you’ve never seen a woman before.” She

tapped the bottom of his chin to close his mouth as she laughed. Noticing that he stood for her

when she arrived, she said, “thank you, Murray, I guess that you did learn proper manners in

Texas,” as she sat down and Murray took his seat after she was seated. �“Sorry, Jill, you just

caught me by surprise, that’s all. I’ve never seen you outside of work and it’s nice to know that

there is another side of you. I also need to apologize because I said that this would be a

working dinner, but I must have spaced it out, I left all of my work in the room. Can you hold on

for a second, I can run back up and get everything.” �She pulled him back as he began to walk

away, “No, please don’t worry about it. We never have the opportunity to talk as two friends

from work, let’s just enjoy ourselves for a change, we can catch up on work tomorrow morning,

we can come down for an early breakfast and talk shop, sound OK? Please have a seat and

let’s take a look at the menu.” She was surprised at herself; her anxiety was gone and she felt

as if someone else were occupying her body. �“That sounds great, Jill, I tell you what, I could

enjoy a beer right about now, can I get you something to drink?” Murray asked. �“I’d like that,

Murray. We are close to wine country up here; I’d like to try one of the wines from Napa Valley.” �

Almost on cue, their waiter showed up at their table and asked if they can get them anything to

drink from the bar. Murray replied, “Thank you. Jill, would you care for anything to start off?” �“I

would like to see your wine list, I’m interested in trying something from Napa Valley, or, let me

ask you, what do you recommend?” �Their waiter, James, replied “I would like to let you know

that we have quite a few vineyards here in the Livermore Valley, you may know that the

Livermore Valley is California’s original wine country. We have two very good vintners that I’d



like to recommend, ‘The Windows Winery’ and we have a new up and coming vintner, ‘The

Little Post Vineyard’, they have some excellent selections that you might enjoy.” �James and Jill

got into a good discussion of the various wines in the area and then James asked Murray, “And

you, Sir, what might I get for you?” �“How about an IPA, I’m really sophisticated.” �The evening

took off from there. Over drinks they talked briefly about their meeting at the LLNL the next

morning, but then Jill steered the conversation towards themselves and away from work, “tell

me about yourself, Murray. We always talk about work, but I have to say that I do not know that

much about you besides the fact that you’re from West Texas and that you went to MIT. What

else can you tell me about the mysterious Dr. Edgeton?” �“There’s nothing mysterious about me,

Jill. Just your typical hard-working boy from Texas who just happened to get lucky and go to

MIT, how about you?” � Smiling at Murray’s answer and how neatly he sidestepped her question,

she told him about herself. “Well, my mom and dad come from families with deep Georgia

roots. My mom is a Daughter of the American Revolution, we have quite a few DAR’s down in

Georgia. My dad is a professor of engineering at Georgia Tech, you know, the top engineering

school in America,” Murray smiled at her. “I have a sister who is a veterinarian and a brother

who is a classical guitarist, but to be honest, he is a professional bum, he hasn’t worked a

single day after graduating from Vanderbilt with a degree in music. Mom and Dad keep letting

him get away with it, so what can I say? Other than that, I have been working with the JPL for

three years now, just like you. I lead a very ordered and somewhat boring life,” smiling as she

said that. �Murray sat there for a moment and then opened up a bit. “I have never met my father

and my mother was a waitress at a diner back home. We lived in an old single-wide trailer and

as the old expression goes, ‘if it cost a dollar to go around the world, we wouldn’t have enough

to get to the bus depot,’ how’s that for a little Dickensian story as we sit in this hoity toity

restaurant drinking exceptional wine and an incredible IPA?” �Jill remembered how Dr. Joseph

mentioned something about Murray being hurt when he was younger and she was beginning

to see his veneer crack just a bit, she was hoping that she could slip into that narrow opening.

After a nice dinner they headed back to the elevator and then back up to their rooms. �“Jill, I’ve

had a very nice time with you this evening, but let me get you the outline for our meeting

tomorrow morning, maybe you can take a quick look at it before we meet for breakfast

tomorrow, is that all right with you?” �Dr. McAllister answered “Sure, no problem, I have a difficult

time sleeping in a hotel, this might knock me out.” They both laughed at that, “if I have any

questions I’ll just knock on our adjoining door.” Dr. Edgeton went into his room, got the folder

and gave it to Dr. McAllister and with that they wished each other good night. �As Jill walked into

her room, she thought to herself “well that was a letdown, I thought that we would have more of

a chance to talk, he was just beginning to open up to me.” But she got herself ready for bed

and then started to read Murray’s outline. The longer that she read the outline the more she

realized that she was upset that their evening didn’t turn out the way she hoped it would.

Getting out of bed and throwing the hotel robe over her negligee, she opened her side of the

adjoining door and knocked. �Murray was in his room thinking along the same lines. He enjoyed

working with Jill and found her to have an incisive and brilliant mind, but tonight he noticed for

the first time that she was an amazingly beautiful woman. He asked himself once again, “how

come I never saw this before?” He also found himself thinking about her nonstop. As he got

undressed and put on a pair of sweat pants, he heard a knock on his door. “She can’t be done

already?” But he was happy to hear her knock on the door and he noticed that his heart was

racing. Opening the door, he saw Jill standing there with an interesting look on her face. She

looked down and saw that Murray was responding to her presence, with a knowing smile she

handed the folder over to him. �Trying to hold back her laughter at Murray’s discomfort she told



him, “I took a quick look at this and it looks good, let’s go over this again in the morning, unless

you’d like to talk about it now.” �Murray’s mouth was dry and he cursed himself. Looking at Jill

made his heart do flip-flops and his body responded, little Murray appeared to wake up and

start stretching at a most inopportune time. He reached for the folder to take it from Jill, but she

held on to it. He pulled on the folder and she followed. The next thing that they knew was that

the folder dropped to the floor, spilling papers everywhere. Murray took Jill in his arms and they

threw their clothing on the floor with the urgency of throwing life jackets to survivors in the

water as they made their way to Murray’s bed. �Later, lying in each other’s arms Jill looked up at

Murray, “that was incredible. I never knew that it could be so enjoyable, how are you feeling?” �

Murray looked at Jill and he was struck by how beautiful she was and how he felt for her. “I

don’t know, Jill. I have had a couple of girlfriends at school, but I never spent too much time

thinking about dating anyone seriously and all that, I have stayed away from getting

romantically involved with anyone, my work has always been my entire focus. Jill, I don’t know

what to say for what we just did, I can’t put it into words. I always figured that sex would be just

another biological function, something that had to be done to procreate the species, but with

you, the word ‘incredible’ doesn’t capture how I feel.” �Smiling, she turned to him, reached down

and found that he was very aroused, “can we try it again and see if we can find the right words,

would that be all right?” �“Oh, that would be more than all right.” And like true scientists, they

experimented again until they found the correct words.'='='= �Their computer run at the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory yielded the same results that they had at Pasadena and the fine-

tweaking that the computer scientists had done with Murray’s data reinforced with Murray and

Jill that they were ready to present their findings to the National Academy of Science and The

Griffith Group. Jill was amazed at the computing power of the Blue Gene/P supercomputer

system and she told Murray, “We certainly have come a long way from the abacus and slide

rule.” After arriving back home in Pasadena, both Murray and Jill were surprised to find that

instead of returning to the office right away; it was a Sunday afternoon after all; they made

plans to do something together that evening. Jill was suddenly awakened to an awareness of

her beauty and her sexuality and she also discovered that she had an incredible appetite for

lovemaking, something that Murray was more than happy to help her satisfy. Together they

discovered the joys of “romantic entanglements.” �At her apartment that evening as they were

lying in bed, Jill asked Murray “do you remember how you were telling me about your

childhood? I sense that it might be painful to talk about it, but could you tell me?” �Murray

thought for a second and then slowly he began to talk about his life as a kid out in West

Texas.Chapter TwoWest TexasTwenty Years EarlierOh, yeah, there should be no doubt about

it, he’d show them, he’d make them pay. This was young Murray’s life goal. Hard to believe that

there could be that much anger in a young boy, but it was there. And talk about hate, well, as

they say out in West Texas, “I tell you what,” this young man had enough hate for ten men. Out

in West Texas, community was everything. Everyone took care of everyone else, that’s just the

way it was, but the flip side of that was that everyone knew everyone else’s business. And the

local church, well let me tell you, the local church was the center of everything.His mother’s

name was RaeAnn and as they used to say, she was quite a looker. RaeAnn had a job at the

local diner one summer when she was still in high school and met Johnny, some good-looking,

smooth-talking roughneck from Oklahoma. Old Johnny plied his considerable charm on that

sweet young girl all summer long. Next thing you know RaeAnn got herself all knocked up by

Johnny, only problem was that he decided not to stick around and he abandoned his young

girlfriend to fend for herself. Poor kid, she was just shy of her eighteenth birthday when young

Murray drew his first breath out there in the Permian Basin. In their town, proper young women



didn’t associate with roughnecks, no, sir, much less come to know them in the Biblical sense.

The small community that was her home since her own birth and all of her friends and

neighbors turned their collective backs on her. Those Bible-thumping hypocrites, Murray would

show them, he’d make them pay. They sit there and pray to some all-knowing, all-seeing Spirit

who lives above the clouds, well, there was no such thing, any halfway intelligent person could

figure that out. When his mother needed her family and friends the most, they avoided her, did

their best to shun her, all the while spouting their nonsense of “Christian Charity.” Make no

mistake, he’d show them, he’d make them pay.Murray had a pretty tough life growing up. His

mother would have to work two to three jobs at a time to support them, then after a long day at

work she’d go home to the run-down single wide where she and Murray lived. When the young

boy would come from school each day, he would be home by himself until his mom came home

from work. And any beauty that RaeAnn had was all but a faded memory by the time she was

in her late twenties. But that wasn’t the half of it, the stigma that his mother suffered was visited

upon him, too. Shunned and shamed by his classmates, he had no friends at school, or in his

trailer park. Even his mother’s family avoided them, more bible thumping, more hypocrisy. How

could a loving and benevolent Deity allow this to happen?It finally began to dawn on him as to

what was going on. As he was having breakfast in their trailer one morning he looked up at his

mother and asked “Mom, how come Grandma and Grampa don’t visit us?”“Well, Sweetie,” his

mother replied, “they have a lot going on with all of their people from church and that takes up

a lot of their time.”“Can’t we visit them in their church and meet all of their friends? I mean,

we’re here by ourselves all the time. When I come home from school, I’m by myself. When you

come home from work, we’re here by ourselves. Why can’t we try to visit them at their church

sometime? If we can’t visit them at church because you’re working, could we try to visit with

them on Saturdays when they have those church get-togethers, can we try that?”Wearily, his

mother looked at her boy and explained to him, “you know that I work on most Sundays and I’m

so tired by the time the weekends roll around, I’m just beat, Baby. But I’ll ask Grandma and

Grampa if they can come by sometime and pick you up and take you to church with them

someday, we’ll see, OK?”But she never did, or maybe she did ask and good old Grandma and

Grampa, well, they just gaffed her off. In his little heart of hearts, he knew. They didn’t want

anything to do with their own daughter or with their own grandson. It was all about their church

and all about their church friends. It was all a big show for their all-powerful and all loving God.

How could this Deity’s followers act in such a mean-spirited manner? To young Murray there

could only be one answer: There is no Supreme Being, there is no God, there is no loving

Jesus.For what they did to his mom and him, he’d make them regret their belief in this pitiful

little game, he’d make them regret that they spent their pitiful little lives chasing after a big

crock, some big old pie in the sky. �Oh, yeah, he’d show them, he’d make them pay.Thanks to

those, as he called them, “bible-thumping morons” he had no friends. But just like the young

Ebenezer Scrooge, he had his books. His books, they were his only friends. And he had the

night sky. In the words of the old June Hershey and Don Swander song, “the stars at night, are

big and bright, deep in the heart of Texas! The prairie sky, is wide and high, deep in the heart

of Texas!” He spent many a lonely night looking up at those big, bright stars in that wide and

high Texas sky. Spurred on by his fascination with the night sky, he read everything that he

could about the stars and the planets and planetary motion and the expanding Universe; he

would always capitalize “universe.” To him, the Universe was the source of all life and the

source of all awe. There were occasions out on the prairie when he could swear that he could

hear the Music of the Spheres. Good old Pythagoras, he knew what it was all about when he

talked about the music of the spheres. He then learned about some of the giants of astronomy:



Ptolemy, Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Hubble and others. Digging even further, he was

awakened to the mysteries of physics. How many twelve-year-old boys do you know read about

Planck’s constant and Einstein’s various theories? Throughout his early school years Murray’s

teachers knew that he was a very special young man, but the consensus was that he just didn’t

apply himself. This all changed when he got into high school. Even though public schools in

Texas had relatively high academic standards and were well rated, his local schools could

barely keep up with him. By the time he entered high school, he understood Max Planck’s work

and could discuss with confidence Einstein’s theory of relativity. He entered high school as a

freshman, took his statewide academic exams and his test results were off the charts. Two

months into his freshman year he was promoted into the sophomore class and his high school

counselor had him take the Stanford-Binet test; his test score of 160 pegged him as a genius.

By the Christmas break he was ready to be transferred to the junior class. He completed his

junior year and entered his senior year at fifteen. His counselors and his mother decided that

he should stay in high school for one year to help him mature a bit, so by the young age of

sixteen he graduated from high school. It was well known that Murray was on to much bigger

and better things, but his classmates still shunned him. He endured two years of high school

with no friends, he ate his lunch every day by himself - so much for Christian Charity.MIT,

Stanford, Cambridge, Caltech and the University of Chicago among other institutions were all

actively vying to get him into their schools. But where to go? He liked the story about Mr. and

Mrs. Leland Stanford. If the stories were true, they were as rich as Croesus, but still dressed

and acted as if they, too, were from West Texas. Plus, the way that they honored their son, it

reminded him of the relationship that he had with his mother.Cambridge was the home of Sir

Isaac Newton, Stephen Hawking and Ernest Rutherford; the University of Chicago graduated

Edwin Hubble and Carl Sagan; CalTech had the JPL. But there was something about MIT that

he liked. MIT may have been one of the most elite academic institutions in the world, but there

was a little bit of West Texas whimsy mixed in with all of that academia. Any school that would

acknowledge the beaver as “Nature’s engineer” and would have “Tim the Beaver” as their

mascot would be a fit with him, so with a full academic scholarship offered to him by MIT, it was

to Cambridge, Massachusetts that young Murray decided to go.Murray found out very quickly

that his life was going to change significantly with his acceptance to MIT. Up to this point in his

young life things had been fairly routine, his mother helped take care of the almost everything

that he needed to include where he would lay his head down at night. But now with his

academic life beginning for him, he began to realize how easy things had been for him. One of

the first things that he had to do was to apply for a place to live on campus at MIT. Interestingly

enough, he found that he had to apply via a “lottery” for a place to reside at school. He learned

that all incoming freshmen would be assigned temporary housing once they arrived in

Cambridge, but he would have to enter the First year Housing Lottery in May to be assigned a

permanent residence on campus. He researched and reviewed the various dormitories,

independent living groups and the fraternity houses, but based upon what he had seen and

read, he applied to live at Baker House as his first choice. Fortunately, he received word in

June that he was assigned to Baker House.Cambridge, MassachusettsMid-AugustCambridge,

Massachusetts was a far cry from West Texas, both geographically and culturally. He had never

seen so much green grass and so many buildings, and this was just on the MIT campus. Plus,

the way that these people talked! Everything moved so fast. Being from a small town in West

Texas, most of the people he knew were regular old White folk, he did know a number of

Hispanic and African-American folks, but to him, they were just regular Texans, just like him.

But in Massachusetts, he saw so many different people and heard so many different languages



spoken. It was unbelievable, it was terrifying, but it was also exciting all at the same time.His

orientation was scheduled to take place towards the end of August. Arriving in Cambridge he

got settled into his temporary residence and then commenced with his orientation program. His

initial exposure to his new collegiate life was overwhelming and his first stop was to check in for

orientation at the Kresge Auditorium lobby.Walking into the Kresge lobby, Murray was

overwhelmed by the size of the hall, there was nothing this big back at his old high school; to

be honest, there was nothing this big in his entire town. With his mouth agape and his eyes

scanning everything from the ceiling to the stage at the front of the room, he was in his own

little world until someone bumped into him, “Come on, rube, either get out of the way or grab a

seat and sit the fuck down!” Shocked at being treated so rudely, he gathered his wits and

apologizing to his fellow student, Murray found the desk where he was supposed to check in

for orientation. He was happy to discover that one of the first events for orientation was a

barbecue scheduled at 5 PM that afternoon in Killian Court.
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